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TRANSFORMING MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM SETTINGS 
INTO SPACES OF EXPANDING POSSIBILITIES 

Ayman Aljarrah        Paulino Preciado Babb        Martina Metz        Soroush Sabbaghan 

Geoffrey Pinchbeck        Brent Davis 

University of Calgary 

Transforming the classroom environment into a space of expanding possibilities 

requires learning experiences that challenge and expand learners’ understandings. 

Building on Metz et al’s. (2015) suggestion to structure mathematical variation in 

a responsive manner that keeps all students intrinsically engaged in deepening 

their mathematical understanding, this paper describes different forms of bonus 

questions generated by students, and how they were implemented. 

Keywords: Expanding possibilities, intrinsic motivation, mathematical variation, 

responsible learner. 

THE CONCEPT OF BONUSING WITHIN THE MATH MINDS INITIATIVE 

The Math Minds Initiative has been a partnership between the Werklund School of Education, a 

major school district, a charity that develops mathematics teaching and learning resources, and 

Canadians Oil Sands Limited. It has aimed to improve mathematics learning at elementary level. 

The initiative attempted to focus teacher attention on: (a) a form of mastery learning, which 

emphasizes success-for-all, formative assessment, and mathematical extensions (Guskey, 2010); 

(b) structured variation (Marton, 2015); and (c) strategies for increasing intrinsic motivation 
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(Pink, 2011). These features became design principles that allowed flexibility and responsiveness 

to the evolving relationships between teachers, students, and mathematics. 

In the Math Minds Initiative we have proposed bonusing as a strategy to extend students’ 

mathematical understanding. This includes using tasks that are intrinsically motivating, attending 

to students’ levels of mastery, and drawing attention to the critical features of the object of 

learning. For the past three years, bonusing has been an important component in the Math Minds 

Initiative; however, we are still deepening our understanding of this form of mathematical 

extension. We have sought to better articulate bonusing in a pragmatic way that makes it 

approachable for and applicable to teachers and students. 

Although teachers in this initiative have been encouraged to allow students who finish the class 

activities earlier than their classmates to generate bonus tasks—for themselves, for another 

student, for a small group of students, or for the whole classroom—the best pedagogical practice 

for this activity remained elusive for us at the time this paper was written. Nevertheless, we 

agreed that there is a great potential for mathematical thinking when students generate their own 

tasks. In this paper, we investigate the nature of some tasks that were initially generated by 

students, then consider the purpose of those tasks and how they were implemented. Based on 

Watson and Mason’s (2005) argument that learners will not fully appreciate a concept until they 

construct their own examples, we propose to make the generating of bonus questions by students 

a daily practice in mathematics classroom settings. 

In the Math Minds Initiative, we have paid particular attention to those elements of mastery 

learning (also called learning for mastery) that propose that every learner can and should achieve 

mastery of a specific subject unit before moving forward to the next one (Bloom, 1968). Another 

important component of mastery learning theory is formative assessment in the form of 
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diagnostic progress tests to determine whether or not the student has mastered the subject unit. 

Students who have met the criterion of mastery are given enrichment activities that build upon 

the original subject unit, while students who have not met the criterion are given additional 

corrective activities and instruction until the criterion of mastery is met. 

In JUMP Math—the curricular material for this initiative—the teachers’ guide advises teachers to 

prepare bonus questions for students who finish their quizzes or tasks earlier than other students 

in the same class (Mighton, Sabourin, & Klebanov, 2010). In addition, the guide includes 

examples of bonus questions and strategies to create bonus questions. However, Preciado-Babb, 

Metz, Sabbaghan and Davis (2015) have found that although the teachers’ guide provides several 

strategies for creating and implementing bonus questions, most teachers found this to be very 

challenging. 

Part of the difficulty faced by teachers in creating and implementing bonus tasks can be attributed 

to the fact that although the research team in the Math Minds Initiative has modelled bonusing, 

no specific working definition for bonusing was suggested. Preciado-Babb et al. (2015), for 

example, perceived bonusing as a strategy for both fostering a positive attitude towards 

mathematics and deepening mathematical understanding. Mighton (2007) also supported this 

notion and considered bonus questions as tasks for all students in the classroom, even “for the 

most challenged [ones]…so they can feel that they are doing harder work as well” (p. 106). 

Based on our observations in classrooms, our interviews with teachers, and our regular 

discussions, we have started to articulate bonusing in a way that can help teachers overcome the 

difficulties in creating and implementing such activities. At the same time, and based on the 

belief that the three principles of the initiative (i.e., mastery learning, structured variation, and 

intrinsic motivation) are interrelated and interwoven as one fabric, we propose that bonusing is a 
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thread of appropriate variation that comes after the lesson focus has become an explicit object for 

the learner. This suggestion assumes that teachers and/or students are also aware of the critical 

features of the object of learning. An implicit suggestion in this definition is that some of the 

responsibility to create bonus tasks will be shifted gradually from teachers to students. 

METHODS AND DATA SOURCES 

The findings in this paper are retrieved from a larger design-based study involving multiple 

sources of data including classroom observations, video recordings, interviews, and photographs. 

The study has been conducted at two elementary schools in Calgary. Student generated bonus has 

been a recurrent theme in this research. Due to the space limitations, here we present only an 

analysis of bonus questions generated by first-grade students in one lesson in one of the two 

schools. These results, and the corresponding pictures, were selected by the research team (three 

researchers and two research assistants) to exemplify three emerging categories for students’ 

bonus questions. These categories are derived from the collective analysis of classroom 

observations, videos and interviews with teachers and students over two and a half years. . 

FINDINGS 

This paper documents different types of bonus questions generated and posed by students in a 

first grade lesson. Although these examples came from the same classroom, they are 

representative of what we have observed in other classrooms during the Math Minds Initiative. 

The lesson was on patterns, and the focus of the lesson (the object of learning) was to recognize 

the core (the unit) of different sorts of patterns. During the lesson, the students and the teacher 

discussed a considerable number of examples that included finding patterns, recognizing the core 

in each pattern, explaining why a given expression is or is not a pattern, and finding mistakes in a 

given expression and correcting them to make a pattern. Based on continuous assessment (almost 
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all students’ verbal and written responses were correct), the teacher decided that it was time to 

allow students to create bonus tasks for themselves and/or for other students in the classroom. We 

noticed that bonus tasks created by students can be located within one of the following three 

categories: a) those with low cognitive demand (the demand of working memory required to 

engage in the task) that did little to extend the lesson concepts, b) those with high cognitive 

demand that did little to extend the lesson concepts, and c) those that effectively extended the 

lesson concepts— regardless of the cognitive demand imposed by the bonus question. 

Bonuses That Impose Lower Cognitive Demand 

When asked to generate bonus questions, many students imitated one or more of the examples 

presented during the classroom discussion. These examples did little to extend concepts or 

provide more challenging work.      

 

Figure 1: Three patterns generated by the same student (Self-bonusing). 

As we can see in Figure 1, the student proposed three patterns with the same structure: a core 

based on two symbols. This was one of the simplest patterns that the students learned to 

recognize in class. In this example, each line represents a pattern, and the core in each pattern 

consists of two terms (XO for the first one; AB for the second, and 12 for the third). Although 

recognizing that the AB pattern can take many forms was one of the goals of the lesson, and 

some degree of repetition was likely helpful, we believe that practicing the same idea again and 

again does little to extend mathematical knowledge. 
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In Figure 2, we include two bonuses generated by two different students. Each student generated 

patterns using cores that included more than two terms: four for the patterns generated by the first 

student, and five for the patterns generated by the second student. These are more difficult 

patterns than the previous example, yet the structure of the examples is the same for each student. 

Figure 2: Patterns generated by two different students (Self-bonusing). 

Bonuses That Impose Higher Cognitive Demand 

Questions that impose higher cognitive demand include those that require learners to integrate 

multiple elements of information. The generating of such questions was mostly witnessed in 

situations where students were challenging each other in pairs or in groups, and/or when one 

student or group of students were challenging the rest of the class. In such situations, students 

who created the bonus questions tried to integrate as many elements as they could to make their 

bonusing more challenging to others. Such bonus questions did impose a higher cognitive 

demand; however, they might do little to deepen learners’ mathematical thinking. 

In Figure 3 we present one of the bonus questions generated and posed by one of the students to 

the rest of the class. Students were required to locate the mistake(s) in the pattern, correct the 

mistake(s), and determine the next five terms. The question triggered an interesting collective 

discussion, and students were excited through the discussion.      
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Figure 3: Bonus question generated by one student for the whole classroom. 

Figure 4 presents a similar kind of bonus question. It was generated by one of the students for her 

group. Again, the task required students to locate the mistake(s) in the pattern, correct the 

mistake(s), and create new patterns. The activity triggered group conversations and students were 

excited to work on the task.      

 

Figure 4: Bonus task generated by one student for her group (peers). 

Bonuses That Vary Lesson Features (Extension) 

Finally, we examine two more examples; one was generated by a student as a bonus for himself 

on his small whiteboard (Figure 5, left), and the other was generated by another student for her 

peer using manipulatives (Figure 5, right). These patterns start and end with the same term. We 

have observed that such patterns tend to be particularly difficult and were not introduced by the 

teacher in this lesson. 

 

Figure 5: Two patterns that include cores that end the way they start. 

We believe that teachers can use bonus tasks such as this as indicators of students’ awareness of 

the critical features of the lesson focus (the object of learning). Although students may generate 

such bonus tasks without being aware of the relevant critical features, teachers may start with 
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such bonus tasks—those that came from students—and develop them in ways that make explicit 

the critical features of the object of learning. 

CONCLUSION 

Generating bonus questions and tasks, with and for the students and based on continuous 

assessment, has the potential to engage students and deepen their understandings without boring 

or overwhelming them. Such bonuses could be tied to the common task that everyone is doing in 

the lesson, and they could be generated based on a small variation of the tasks that everyone is 

working on in the classroom. Such variation potentially allows emergent insights in the learner. 

At the same time, these extensions can be often generalizations and explorations similar to what 

mathematicians do in the professional practice. 

Generally speaking, we suggest that allowing a space for students within the lesson time to 

generate their own bonus tasks, no matter what types of bonusing, has the potential to increase 

their engagement in their learning and to lay the ground for genuine extensions to emerge and 

flourish. How such simple extensions can be made the rule rather than the exception, and the 

nature of the teachers’ role in this endeavour, require further elaboration.          

Our observations in different mathematics classroom settings suggest that when both teachers and 

students generate bonus questions as part of teaching and learning activities, and do so in a way 

that challenges and expands students’ mathematical understanding, we may begin to transform 

the classroom into a space of expanding possibilities. 
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